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NSTRUMENT PLANNING 
The New Service Blind-
Flying Panel Described : 
Six Essential Instruments 

Correctly Grouped 

By Wing C o m m a n d e r 
G. W. WILLIAMSON, O.B .E . , M.C. , 
M.Inst.C.E., M.I .Mech.E. , M.I .E .E. 

TH E ar rangement of certain 
specialised ins t ruments on a 
panel mounted independent ly of 
the remainder is a cus tom which 

comes to us from the Uni ted States . 
The Pioneer In s t rumen t C o m p a n y ' s 
catalogues of abou t nine years ago 
illustrated several such a r rangements , 
while more recent lists refer to the 
"recognised p r imary blind-flying in
strument group ' ' consisting of airspeed 
indicator, turn indicator a n d cl imb in
dicator. ' 

The new Royal Air Force blind-flying 
panel, which has just been adopted and 
is described in this article, is vciy com
prehensive and carries the following in
struments: Airspeed indicator (Smith's 
Aircraft Instruments); Gyro Horizon 
(Sperry Gyroscope Company); climb 
indicator (Smith's Aircraft Instruments); 
Kollsman altimeter (Kelvin, Bottomley 
and Baird); Directional Gyro (Sperry 
Gyroscope Company); and a turn and bank indicator (Reid 
and Sigrist). 

Even in transport aircraft which do not use a blind-flying 
panel a somewhat similar layout is adopted, and the two in
struments most frequently scanned by the pilot occupy the 
centre of the dashboard. These are the Gyro Horizon and 
the Directional Gyro. Apart from these, the remaining four 
instruments might be laid out in various combinations depend
ing upon the preference of a firm's chief draughtsman or test 
pilot. Some pilots might like to have a top row consisting of 
an altimeter, an Horizon, and a climb indicator—the three 
" rise and fall " instruments—together. The Artificial Horizon 
shows whether the machine is pitched so as to rise or fall in 
height; the climb indicator tells the rate a t which height is 
being gained or lost; and the altimeter shows the amount, so 
that the pilot knows when to stop his climb or dive. 

Once a complete set of instruments such as this has been 
used it is surprising how a pilot comes to rely upon their 
indications. In conditions of poor visibility, or a t night, it is 
probable that the pilot will consult his instruments in . a 
regular sequence. 

Instruments in Action 
During and after the take-off the pilot can watch the minia

ture aircraft on the artificial horizon rise above the line and 
note the readings on his vertical speed indicator so that he 
can obtain the best angle for any engine speed. At the same 
time, besides keeping the machine level, he must also see that 
the card of his Directional Gyro remains on zero setting 

During the fitst turn he will glance at the directional gyro 
as the card revolves, so as to know exactly when to stop the 
turn, and will also watch the turn indicator, which will tell 
him not only the rate a t which he is turning, but whether or 
not his aeroplane is correctly banked for tha t ra te . In 
straight flight the latter will give an instant indication of 
the slightest deviation, which would also be shown—and 
especially if there were an accumulation of small deviations 
ui one direction—by the directional gyro. 

And so on to the approach and landing, when a sensitive 
altimeter will be of very great use in the closing stages of a 
glide, provided tha t it has been adjusted to the barometric 
reading of the aerodrome of arrival. Without the help of a 

How the instruments are arranged in the new panel. From left to right they 
can be seen as : (top) Airspeed indicator, Artificial Horizon and rate-of-climb 
indicator ; (bottom) sensitive altimeter, Directional Gyro and turn and bank 
indicator. This particular rate-of-climb indicator is shortly to be replaced by an 

improved type. {R.A.F. Official: Crown Copyright Reserved.) 

radio beam the slowest rate of descent can quite easily be 
determined from the readings of the rate-of-climb indicator; 
with a beam, direction is easily maintained without hunting, 
and a steady rate of descent will show that the average angle 
of the beam is being followed. 

In fact, it is possible, with the aid of proper equipment, to 
make every manoeuvre with the same speed and certainty as 
in daylight and clear weather. 

Little of which is likely to be new to the experienced trans
port or bomber pilot. Nevertheless, this brief outline of the 
particular uses of the various instruments making up the new 
panel not only indicates the real value of each, but also shows 
how a properly laid-out panel would inevitably reduce the 
amount of necessary concentration. 

The panel itself consists of a plate of dural, in which the 
holes for the instruments as well as the fixing holes have been 
pressed out and are thus exactly to size. I t is first anodised 
and then stove-enamelled a dull black—though it may be 
said tha t the matt-grey anodic finish is very much better 
looking than the black panel and does not reflect light or in 
any way trouble the eyes of the pilot. In order to smooth 
out engine and airscrew vibrations which might affect the 
accuracy of the three gyro instruments, the panel is sup
ported on anti-vibration mountings consisting of a combina
tion of a conical coil spring and a cylindrical rubber buffer. 
Like the panel, its attachment, together with all the small 
fitments which go with it, are also enamelled black; black 
anodising would probably prove an equally satisfactory and 
more convenient process. The mounting has been developed 
by Messrs. Meredith and Barnes, of the R.A.F . 

When the panel is installed in the machine it is essential 
that its face should be truly vertical and its top edge truly 
horizontal, with the machine in flying position. Three of 
the instruments would give false readings unless this point 
was carefully attended to. 

Dealing with the instruments in turn, the air speed indicator 
is of the type already in use in thousands of Service aircraft. 
I t possesses no novel features, but, forming one of a combina
tion of six instruments such as these, it may be used by the 
pilot instead of the rate-of-climb indicator whenever it is 
necessary to make the best air speed as compared with the 
best rate of climb or rate of descent. The Artificial Horizon 
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has not, previous to the current expansion of the Service, 
been used in large numbers of R .A.F . aeroplanes. The sim
plicity and clearness of its indications are obvious after a 
glance at the dial, in which a little aeroplane is fixed against 
the moving background represented by the horizon line. Any 
displacement in the lateral or fore and aft axes is immediately 
recognisable without mental translation. The lateral indica
tion is shown also in degrees by the movement of a triangular 
luminised datum against a scale on the upper half of the 
dial. 

The soul of the instrument consists of a small gyro set 
horizontally—that is, with the spindle vertical. The wheel 
tends to remain truly horizontal in relation to the earth, and 
is maintained in that position by a set of pendulous vanes, 
each covering half of an opening through which the air which 
drives the gyro is exhausted. Tilt or deviation of the wheel 
from the true horizontal opens one of these apertures to a 
wider extent, and the reaction of the increased flow of air 
presses the swinging base of the gyro back into the true 
vertical—the base and vanes being set a t right angles to the 
horizontal plane of the wheel. As the wheel remains hori
zontal irrespective of movements of the aircraft, it follows 
tha t the aeroplane, together with the case of the instrument, 
is revolving round the wheel which is fixed in space. That 
movement of the case relative to the wheel is represented on 
the dial by a corresponding movement of the horizon line, 
transferred from the gimbal of the gyro. 

Free Qyro Characteristics 
Similarly, in the Directional Gyro the wheel remains fixed 

in space, revolving at 12,000 revolutions per minute. • This 
time, however, the plane of the wheel is vertical, and athwart 
the aeroplane when the instrument is reading zero; the spindle 
is horizontal in flying position, and at tha t reading is in the 
fore and aft line of the real aeroplane. As in the case of the 
Artificial Horizon, the case revolves round a wheel fixed in 
space, and gives readings in degrees against tha t datum. 

Both these instruments, therefore, contain free gvros—the 
wheel in each of them is not constrained in any wav. In the 
Directional Gyro it can revolve in its gimbals in azimuth 360 
degrees, and the instrument will remain in action up to a 
55-degree tilt in all at t i tudes. I t is easily and rapidly reset 
if this angle is exceeded, but during acute acrobatics it would 
be as well temporarily to cage the gyro by pushing in the 
resetting knob The Horizon allows a 60-degree climb or 
glide and a 90-degree bank before the limit stops are reached. 
If these angles are exceeded the Gyro must be allowed a few 
minutes in which to settle. 

These limitations on any free gyro make it necessary for 
military aircraft to carry a gyro which is restrained by a 
spring. Service machines, either in war or during exercises, 
may require to be thrown into acute att i tudes, and in all 
these manceuvres the spring-controlled gyro of the turn indi
cator will continue to give an accurate indication of the direc
tion and approximate rate of turn of the aircraft, together 
with an indication of the correctness or otherwise of the 
angle of bank for that rate of turn. To enable the pilot to 
make a satisfactory recovery from these extreme att i tudes, a 

' turn indicator is essential. 
The three gyro instruments are air driven, frequently by 

A sectioned sketch of the special mounting for the new panel, 
which is diagrammatically indicated on the left. The coil 
spring takes the normal shocks while the rubber bobbin acts 

as a Stop. 

A typical American array of a few years ago, used on the 
Boeing 247s. Above is the Sperry free gyro panel, while 
below, from left to right, can be seen (top row) an A.S.I., 
a turn and bank indicator, and a rate-of-climb indicator, and 
(bottom row) a sensitive altimeter, a boost gauge, and a clock. 

means of the suction from a pair of venturi tubes, or, in the 
most modern aircraft, by a suction pump driven from an 
engine, thus obviating the drag of the Venturis. In either 
case, the suction might be too great at high speeds, and a 
relief valve has therefore been provided to maintain the suction 
a t not more than 4 in. of mercury; all three instruments are 
connected to this relief valve. 

Like the two Sperry instruments, the Smith rate-of-climb 
indicator is a newcomer to the dashboards of R .A.F . aero
planes. I t s use and value will be apparent from the earlier 
paragraphs describing flight in thick weather. I t must be 
remembered tha t the rate of rise or fall of an aircraft may 
depend upon other factors than its angle of climb or glide, the 
engine revolutions, and the air speed. If any other factor is 
in existence the effect of its presence can be measured on 
the rate-of-climb indicator. Suppose, for instance, that an 
aeroplane flying level a t fixed engine revolutions and air speed 
were to fly into an up-current, it would immediately begin 
to gain height at a rate not exactly known to the pilot unless 
he were to check the readings of his altimeter against a stop 
watch. 

A Case in Point 
Something like this has, on one occasion a t least, resulted 

in the crash of a large passenger-carrying machine in Iraq. 
Hot air rises from a vast expanse of desert and comes down 
over snow-covered mountains in the north or east. A Vernon, 
heavily loaded with sick men being evacuated from a frontier 
force in action, flew into this current, which had a velocity 
greater than the heavily loaded machine. In the end, despite 
full throttle, the pilot came down in a narrow valley out of 
which the aeroplane could not be flown, and which was in 
hostile country. The personnel were rescued by Bristol 
Fighters and the aircraft abandoned to the advancing enemy 
From that time forward the R.A.F . in tha t country fitted its 
craft with name-made rate-of-climb indicators, which were 
devised by the late Fit. Lt . F . M. Rope, killed in the crash 
of R101. 

There remains only the new type of sensitive altimeter in 
which the pointers read like those of a clock—one indicating 
thousands of feet, and the other hundreds. There is no ques
tion" about the extreme sensitivity of the instrument; it will 
measure the difference in height if held in the hands about 
knee level, and then raised to above the head, while to climb 
one flight of stairs in an ordinary house gives a clearly appre
ciable reading which may be reversed exactly to zero by 
descending the same flight. This sensitiveness is obtamer 
by the provision of a special diaphragm which gives a very 
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large range of movement, and therefore requires less magnifica
tion for a corresponding movement of the pointer or pointers. 
But without the two, or sometimes three, pointers, it would 
not be possible to see movements corresponding to less than 
10 ft. of height. 

The dial circumference of an ordinary altimeter is about 
10 in., and if the instrument is graduated to 10,000 ft. the 
scale allows one inch per 1,000 ft. But , considering only 
the long pointer of the Kollsmann altimeter, which measures 
only 1,000 ft. for a single circuit of the dial, it will be seen 
that this is 100 ft. per inch, so tha t readings can be taken 
ten times as accurately. The zero is set, not by movement 
of the scale, but by rotation of the three pointers, together 
with the centre of the dial. In the illustration of the panel 
the third pointer is behind the other two, but its length can 
be judged from the lettering just above the word " a l t i t u d e , " 
which says " 10,000 f t . " This means 10,000 ft. per figured 
graduation; a t 50,000 ft. the smallest pointer would be stand
ing between 4 and 6. 

Rotation of the dial results in movement of a scale of milli
metres of mercury against the mark which would normally be 
figured 5 on the height scale; the instrument can be set to 
the barometric height a t the aerodrome on which the aircraft 
stands; or, disregarding the barometric reading, it can be set 
to zero at tha t ground level, and will then be useful for 
circuits and landings a t low alti tude. For blind landings it 

Another Pioneer Passes 

WITH the death in Paris on August 11 of Jean Louis 
Conncau, a t the age of fifty-seven, one more link with 

the heroic days of flying has been broken. Under ±he name 
Andre Beaumont he won many famous air races during the 
1911-1912 period, including the Circuit of Britain, in which 
he fought a ding-dong duel with his compatriot Jules Vedrines. 
Conneau's favoruite mount was the Bleriot monoplane, and it 
was in this type of machine that he won the Daily Mail's 
;£ 10,000 prize in 1911. 

New Aviation Maps 

THE I.C.A.N, has agreed to undertake the publication of a 
standardised series of international aviation maps. The 

series includes a so-called International Local Aeronautical Map, 
which is intended for use " on journeys of moderate length." 

This country is responsible for the production of six sheets 
of this map, covering the greater part of Great Britain, and 
the task has been entrusted to the Ordnance Survey Office, 

would be set to the barometric height a t the airport of arrival 
—as communicated to the pilot by radio. The reading, accu
rate within a foot or two, will then show the exact height of 
the aircraft above the ground. 

The new blind-flying panel carries the six finest instruments 
of their kind in the world. I t will a t once be remarked tha t 
some of their indications overlap. But could any one of them 
be dispensed with ? 

Not the airspeed indicator, as no other instrument shows 
the speed; nor the Horizon, which alone gives true pitch free 
from gravitational errors, and true bank whatever the centri
fugal force of a turn—indications vitally needed by a pilot 
taking off the deck of a carrier in the dark; not the rate-of-
climb indicator, long used by American transport aircraft for 
its instant index of the best climb or safest glide; not the 
altimeter, showing gain or loss of height foot by foot vvaei.1. ;..n 
aircraft is staggering at its ceiling or landing upon an in
visible aerodrome; nor the Directional Gyro, utterly free from 
lag or northerly turning error, and dead true in its measure
ment of the amount of turn; and not the turn and bank indi
cator, with the top pointer showing the best angle of bank 
to ensure freedom from sideslip, and the gyro pointer still 
in steady and accurate action when required a t the end of a 
5,000-ft. spin 

None could be dispensed with, and it is doubtful if any 
could have been bettered. 

Southampton. The first of the six sheets is now ready and will 
be on sale on Saturday next, August 21. The map is drawn on 
the modified polyconic projection to a scale of 1/1,000,000, and 
is based on the 1/1,000,000 international map of the world, 
each sheet of the British Section covering 6 degrees of longitude 
and 4 degrees of latitude. There is no overlap between adjacent 
sheets. The map differs in many respects from the more familiar 
Ordnance Survey quarter-inch and ten-mile maps of Great 
Britain, and a great deal of unnecessary detail has been 
omitted. The scale, about iG miles to the inch, is convenient 
for general navigation use, especially in view of the greatly 
increased cruising speeds of modern machines, and the map has 
the advantage of forming part of an international series. 

The first sheet, entitled " N . N . 3 1 Amsterdam," covers an 
area extending between the meridians of o degrees and 6 de
grees East longitude, and the parallels of 52 degrees and 56 
degrees North latitude. The remaining five sheets should be 
ready in the course of the next few weeks. The price of these 
maps will be : Flat and unmounted, 2s. ; mounted, folded and 
waterproofed, 4s. 6d. They may be obtained direct from the 
Survev Office or through the usual agents. 

THE CULT OF THE INVER
TED VEE: The Daimler-Benz 
and Junkers concerns have 
lately built inverted-vee liquid-
cooled engines for new German 
military machines. Above is a 
D-B installation in a B.F.W.-
109 while the top right-hand 
view shows a similar machine 
with a Junkers. The twin-
engined bomber is a Dornier 
Do. 17 with two Daimler-Benz 

engines 


